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Chairman’s
Message
I would take this
opportunity to urge
the cadets to focus
on academics as
well as character
building.

Besides, the sole responsibility of the maritime frontier
of the motherland, Pakistan Navy has always been
cognizant of socio-economic uplift of coastal area through
various developmental projects. As a torch bearer of the
unflinching resolve, PN has started various Educational
institutes at coastal belt, the most prominent of those is
Pakistan Navy Cadet College Ormara with fundamental
conviction that education is a catalyst for positive change
and the cornerstone for building strong, resilient and
enduring youth.
Since its founding in 2013, PN CCO is rapidly growing to
become a premier flagship, known for the excellence
towards setting a strong and sound foundation of modern
education in the coastal area of Balochistan. It provides
great opportunities for the youth of Balochistan in
particular and Pakistan in general to grow academically,
intellectually, socialy and morally.

which require acknowledgement and applause to traverse
them into consummate writers. The articles presented in
the magazine reflect how far this college has progressed
in such a short span of time. I would like to applaud
the efforts of editorial board in publishing 5th edition of
HINGOL.
I would take this opportunity to urge the cadets to focus
on academics as well as character building. I earnestly
hope and trust that, esteemed academicians and faculty
of the college will work with honesty and dedication and
thereby contribute to transform these young sentinels into
mature and responsible citizens of Pakistan.
I wish college to thrive and prosper in all its professional
and literary pursuit.

Syed Faisal Rasool Lodhi HI(M)
Vice Admiral

The college magazine “Hingol” is a showcase of young
cadets’ intellectual acumen through creative writings
8
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Principal’s
Message
It provides great
opportunities and a
conducive environment
for the youth of
Balochistan in particular
to grow academically,
intellectually, socially and
morally.

Being the Principal of Pakistan Navy Cadet College
Ormara, I am pleased to say that college is acting as the
beacon in eradicating illiteracy from Makran Coast in
particular and Balochistan in general. It has helped in
producing an enlightened community.
This year as well, our main emphasis remained on
achieving academic excellence, character building and
grooming of cadets through Innovative Cadets’ Personality
Development Programme (ICPDP). Our cadets participated
in various country-wide competitions held at different
prestigious institutions where they have achieved
distinctions and brought winning trophies to the college.
Alhamdulillah! We remained steadfast to attain excellence
in education by achieving 100% result in SCC board
examinations for last four consecutive years.

For the cadets, my message is to always be modest,
humble and disciplined, while being ready to expand the
horizons of their knowledge and skills by working hard.
Finally, I would like to congratulate the editorial team
for their determination in bringing out this magazine.
I appreciate the parents for their support and trust in
us. I also laud the consistent efforts of college faculty
for putting their efforts in academics and personality
development of the cadets.
May Allah bestow His guidance upon us in our future
endeavours.
Ameen!

Masood Ul Hasan SI(M)
Commodore

Selection of cadets in armed forces and other multiple
careers depict the college efforts to train and groom
them for the national cause. I assure the readers that the
college is committed to provide cadets with conducive
environment to achieve their goals by transforming them
into mature and responsible citizens.
My cadets are my strength and every day they motivate me
to work harder and turn PN CCO into one of the premium
institutions of our country.
10
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OUR CORE

VALUES
PATRIOTISM
Loving your motherland by defending
its independence, contributing to its
development and self-sacrificing in the
interest of the country

INTEGRITY
Upholding all the moral, social and religious
principles even when you are alone.

WISDOM
Applying relevant knowledge in an insightful way
and making decisions on the basis of knowledge
and experience.

HONESTY
Fulfilling the trust for the one, who
entrusted you, and not cheating the one, who
cheated you.

12
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Vision
“To be a premier institute in Pakistan
dedicated towards providing quality
education to the youth, developing them
morally, physically, socially and intellectually
into responsible citizens and dynamic
leaders.”

Mission
“To educate youth and instill highest traits
of honour and character.”

Objectives
To provide quality education to the youth
of Pakistan in general and Balochistan in
particular.
To groom the cadets in conducive
environment to develop their intellectual,
moral and physical attributes.
To act as a feeder institute for Pakistan
Navy/ Armed Forces in particular and other
fields of life in general and intellectually into
responsible citizens and dynamic leaders.

14
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S.No
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Name

Designation

1

Cdre Masood ul Hasan

Principal

2

Cdr Abdul Jalil Adnan PN

Vice principal (Training)

3

Lt Cdr Arfan Safdar PN

Vice Principal (Academics)

4

Lt Cdr Syed Rameez Uddin PN

Bursar

5

Lt Sheraz Khan PN

Psychologist

6

Lt Ilyas Gondal PN

Project Officer

7

Lt Raja Mobin PN

Senior House Master

8

Lt Shoaib Hassan PN

Adjutant

9

Lt Awais Khan PN

Sports Officer

10

Lt Mudassir PN

Faculty (Mathematics)

11

Lt Atazaz PN

HoD (English)

12

Lt Zahoor Ali PN

Admin Officer

13

Lt Amir PN

Maintenance Officer

14

Lt Sabtain Younas PN

Faculty Admin Officer

15

S/Lt Prakash Lakhani PN

Faculty (English)

16

S/Lt Arshad Khan PN

Asst. TC 1

17

S/Lt Bilal Haroon PN

EPO

18

S/Lt Munawar Ali PN

Faculty (English)

19

S/Lt Abdul Naseer PN

RMO

20

S/Lt M. Suleman PN

Asst. Project Officer

21

S/Lt Bilal Asghar PN

Asst. TC 2

22

Asst. Prof Taimoor khan

Faculty (Mathematics)

23

Lecturer Naqeeb Ullah

Academic Coordinator

24

Lecturer Zahid Hussain

Faculty (Chemistry)

25

Lecturer Mir Murtaza Bhutto

Faculty (Pak Studies)

26

Lecturer Reema Syed

Faculty (Urdu)

27

Mr. Umair Khan

Landscaper and Horticulturalist

28

Lecturer Nasrat Ullah

Faculty (English)

29

Lecturer Shahid Ali

Faculty (English)

30

Lecturer Hafeez Ullah

Faculty (Mathematics)

31

Lecturer Laraib Sadiq

Faculty (Biology)

32

Lecturer Naveed Iqbal

Faculty (Urdu)

33

Lecturer Madiha Fazal

Faculty (Physics)

34

Lecturer Agha Sibtain

Faculty (Computer Science)
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PN CCO AT A

GLANCE
Individuals with proper and quality education give
rise to a well-composed and healthy society which
is much needed in the present scenario. Education
confers on a nation the glory that knows no bounds.
Pondering over this, Pakistan Navy has taken up
numerous socio-economic ventures in coastal
areas of Balochistan, with the motive to endow
youth with edification and to bring them at par with
rest of Pakistan. One such step, in this regard, is
the establishment of Pakistan Navy Cadet College
Ormara (PN CCO).
With its state of the art infrastructure and modernday facilities, PN CCO is intended to enlighten the
youth of this region of Pakistan.

18
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College Motto
Binding Nation
through Education

First Academic Session
April 2013

Established

Sports Facilities

Established by
Pakistan Navy in 2012
with an aim to provide
free quality education to
the youth of
Balochistan so as to
integrate them into
national stream

Indoor and outdoor
sports complex

Academic Facilities
Modern Library, Computer,
Science labs and
Auditorium etc

Administrative Control
Cadets’ Houses

Pakistan Navy

4 x houses i.e. Jinnah,
Iqbal, Liaquat and Tippu

Location
Ormara, Balochistan

Quota
50% from Balochistan; 50%
from other provinces and PN

Distance
370 Km from Karachi

Admission
From class VIII

Enrolment
260

Faculty to
Student Ratio

Affiliation

1: 10

Federal Board of
Intermediate and
Secondary Education
(FBISE) Islamabad

Disciplines Offered
Classes

Pre-Engineering,
Pre-Medical and ICS

Start of Academic
Session
From April each year

8 to 12 grade
20
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As Vice Principal of Pakistan Navy
Cadet College Ormara, I am honored
and greatly privileged to be a part of
a highly committed team of faculty
and staff dedicated to academic
excellence, pedagogical sophistication
and character building of our cadets.
PN Cadet College Ormara is unique
among the array of other cadet
colleges that we are providing free
education including boarding and
lodging to Baloch youth in pursuance
of our National Policy. In line with our
mission to educate youth and instill
highest traits of honor and character.
PN CCO stands tall as a center of
excellence that is able to groom future
leaders to develop their intellectual,

moral and physical attributes. We
are also focused to gradually infuse
into cadets’ social consciousness, to
inspire deep sense of patriotism, to
foster interpersonal empathy and an
ethical perspective woven through
character building.
In tandem with academic preeminence
by achieving 100% results in board
exams, considerable standing
of PN CCO cadets in extracurricular
activities and selection of 40 cadets
in Armed Forces of Pakistan is a vivid
testament of our commitment and
dedication. The following strategy was
adopted to accrue our goals during
current academic year:

• Timely covering up of syllabus and exhaustive class tests and quizzes.
• Identification of slow learners and special classes in evening and on weekends.
• Identification of difficult topics of all subjects and focused emphasis for better
comprehension by the cadets.
• For intellectual grooming, regularly conduct of lectures by prominent guest
speakers from all walks of life.
• For character building of cadets, identification of six pillars of character and
preparation/ implementation of special module including selected authentic
Hadiths.
• For improvement of interpersonal skills, arranging of picnics, study tours of
northern areas, foreign study tour, cultural and social nights.
• For grooming of faculty, conduct of workshops by Subject Specialists and
lectures by own faculty members.
• We have raised the bar to set the goals for next year as well, and our faculty
under dynamic leadership of our worthy Principal will leave no stone unturned to
achieve our objectives with esprit de corps.
24
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ICPDP
(INNOVATIVE
CADETS’
PERSONALITY
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME)

26
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The objective of Innovative
Cadets’ Personality Development
Programme is to instill and shape
proficiencies in our Cadets’ to
ripen them to be good individuals
and responsible citizens. The
programme efficiently emphasizes
on the development of cadets’
personality traits by giving
intensive attention to subsequent
phases:
• To instruct, emphasis and
exercise six pillars of Character,
i.e. Trustworthiness, Respect,
Responsibility, Fairness, Care
and Good Citizenship.

• To cultivate and enhance
communication skills,
comradeship and self-esteem.
• To develop a sense of patriotic
commitment to sublime
national progress.
• To impart guidance through
Hadith-e-Nabwi that will help
the cadets in maintaining
physical as well as moral
hygiene throughout their lives.
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Tippu House
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Cadet Asif
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Construction of the college campuses in progress at an
accelerated pace and is expected to be completed by 2022.
Three more buildings have been completed recently including
medical center (Ziarat Medical Centre), cadets’
cafeteria (Kafé Kalat) and cadets’ utility center (Ras Malan
Utility Block).
The medical center is equipped with state of the art medical
facilities. Also, due consideration has been given to every
aspect of its interior décor including lighting, paint scheme,
flooring, wood work and furniture to create a building of great
aesthetic appeal which puts a refreshing impact on ill and
recovering souls.
Kafé Kalat was built to provide the faculty and cadets with an
excellent recreational facility to spend their leisure time.

34
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Appealing look of interior of the café blended with wooden
style makes the café not less than one on Shanzelize.
Latest cooking utensils equipment and separate serving
rooms are provided to faculty.
Ras Malan utility block comprises of cobbler shop, tailor shop,
barber shop, canteen and uniform shop to meet all needs of
cadets.
Few other projects are also near completion which include
Jamia Masjid Tayyab, Qamar Zaman Squash Court, and
Mohammad Waseem Gymnasium for indoor games.
All other projects are also under development at fast pace
and are expected to be completed within 2 years.
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Modern Sports Complex
Inaugrated on 27th July 2020

36
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Jamia Masjid Tayyab
(Cadets’ Masjid)

Inaugrated on 27th July 2020

38
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Cafe Kalat for Cadets
Inaugrated on 23rd Oct 2020

Qamar Zaman
Squash Court
Inaugrated on 27th July 2020

40
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Linear and Circular Plantation
PN Cadet College Ormara along with accomplishing the noble cause of
“Binding Nation through Education” is also putting unflinching efforts to
protect environment by planting various plants of different species in line
with the Government Policy of “Clean and Green Pakistan”. In this context, to
convert arid land of college into green, the project “Oasis” was conceived in
2016 which was, subsequently, executed in August 2017.
The land earmarked for the project “Oasis” is 221 Acres. Approximately, 0.4
million trees of different drought tolerant species will be planted. The entire
terrain of college consists of sand dune and saline land for which species
of drought resistant plants are chosen. A number of techniques are being
employed to increase the fertility of land, strengthen the roots and reduce the
effects of salinity and dust storms on the plants. The project “Oasis” has three
components

Urban Forest
The vacant land where no future
construction will be undertaken is
being converted into thick green
forest. The purpose of urban forest is
to reduce sand drafters and protect
the buildings from dust storms and
humid winds. The urban forest includes
the plants of Palm, Dates, Azadirachta
Indica (Neem), Ghaff, Peepal and Bair

42
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Landscaping
Area around the landmark
buildings of college, i.e.
Academic Block, Jamia Masjid,
Cadets’ Mess, Cadets’ Hostels,
Gymnasium, Admin Block, and
Officers’ Wardroom etc. is being
landscaped. The purpose of
landscaping along the building
is to improve ambiance of
surrounding area. The plants
chosen to be planted in
landscaped area are: Peepal,
Coconut, Conocarpus, Yellow
Kanair, Arjuna, Gule-e-Nishter and
Lignum.

The area along the roadside, medians and sport fields
shall have plantation in linear and circular formation.
The main purpose of linear and circular plantation is
to create the natural wind breakers and shelter belts,
reduction in evaporation rate from soil and to moderate
the extreme temperature. Further, it will also help in
sustaining the better visibility during the dust storms. In
this context, Black lily, Cranium lily, Canary Palm, Panda
Ficus, Malaysian Palm, Vinca Rosea Carissa Microcarpa,
Olive, Bougainvillea, Yucca plants are being planted in
the earmarked location.
The remedy to mitigate the impact of climate change,
undoubtedly, lies in planting more and more trees. Since
August 2017, approximately 28,000 plants of different
species with survival rate of 90% have been planted in
the college premises. This also includes the landscaping
of Academic Block, Cafeteria, Guardroom, Gymnasium, Sickbay and Utility Block.
The magnitude and scope of this project is undoubtedly unprecedented which
reflects the real concern and commitment of the college towards clean and green
environment.
Creating awareness, on pollution and its threats to the earth, is one of the
important components of environment protection strategies. To make the cadets
aware of the importance of clean and green environment, a “Horticulture Club”
under the supervision of horticulture consultant (Mr Umair) is established at PN
CCO. Cadets of the college actively participate in tree plantation activities and very
closely monitor the survival and growth of these plants.
Comprehending the imperative of reducing the impact of climate change and
enhance the beauty of coastal area, Pakistan Navy College Ormara has been
making strenuous efforts in the form of the Project “Oasis” which aims at creating
an enabling environment that underpins a healthy atmosphere.
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FEDERAL MINISTER OF EDUCATION, MR. SHAFQAT MEHMOOD VISITED
PN CCO ON 24 APR 19.

ON 6 SEP 19, REAR ADMIRAL (R) PERVAIZ ASGHAR HI(M).HONORED THE COLLEGE BY SHARING HIS HEROIC STORIES
OF VALOR AND GALLANTRY.

CADETS OF XII CLASS PROCEEDED TO VISIT NORTHERN AREAS FROM 28 JUNE TO 5 JULY 19

SOCIAL NIGHT WAS
CELEBRATED AT
COLLEGE ON 3RD OCT 19.
CADETS OF XII CLASS ATTENDED PAK-CHINA YOUTH CONCLAVE AT GWADAR
FROM 21 AUG TO 25 AUG 19.
44
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COFFEE DAY WAS CELEBRATED AT COLLEGE ON 10 OCT 19.

COMMANDER COAST, VICE ADMIRAL M FAYYAZ GILLANI HI(M) VISITED THE COLLEGE TO INAUGURATE CADETS’
CAFE KALAT AND ZIARAT MEDICAL CENTER ON 23 OCT 19.

CADETS VISITED SRI LANKA TO PARTICIPATE IN HERMANN LOOS CHALLENGE TROPHY CAMP
FROM 21 OCT TO 27 OCT 19.
ON 15 NOV 19, VICE ADMIRAL
(R) SHAH SOHAIL MASOOD HI(M)
DELIVERED A LECTURE ON
“SELF-MOTIVATION AND ART
OF SUCCESSFUL LIFE”, TO THE
CADETS.

TWO CADETS PARTICIPATED
IN BILINGUAL
DECLAMATION CONTEST
AT BAHRIA COLLEGE
KARSAZ ON 20 NOV 19.
CADET JAWWAD BIN FAYYAZ
SECURED 2ND POSITION IN
ENGLISH DECLAMATION
CONTEST.
ON 23 OCT 19, THE GROUND-BREAKING CEREMONY OF CADETS’ HOSTELS
AND FACULTY FLATS WAS HELD. CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF GRACED THE
OCCASION.
46
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4TH PARENTS DAY AT PN CCO WAS HELD ON 14 DEC 19. FEDERAL MINISTER FOR MARITIME AFFAIRS, SYED ALI
HAIDER ZAIDI GRACED THE OCCASION AS CHIEF GUEST.

GUEST LECTURE WAS DELIVERED ON “MANNERS AND ETIQUETTES” BY
DR. SADIA JAVED RAJPOOT ON 01 FEB 20.

A RENOWNED CRICKETER,
YOUNIS KHAN VISITED THE
COLLEGE ON 18 JAN 20. HE
SHARED SOME MOTIVATIONAL
WORDS WITH THE CADETS.

CHAIRMAN “INTERNATIONAL KASHMIR CAUSE COMMITTEE”, MR. RAJA ATIQ DELIVERED A LECTURE ON THE TOPIC:
KASHMIR-THE LIFELINE OF PAKISTAN, ON KASHMIR SOLIDARITY DAY (05 FEB, 20). COMCOAST, REAR ADMIRAL FAISAL
RASOOL LODHI HI(M) GRACED THE OCCASION.

MUSICAL NIGHT WAS
CELEBRATED ON 18 JAN 20.
A FAMOUS SINGER NATASHA
BAIG AND E-SHARP BAND
PERFORMED IN THE EVENT.

CULTURAL NIGHT WAS CELEBRATED ON 14TH OF FEBRUARY. CDR JNB WAS
THE CHIEF GUEST OF THE EVENT. A RENOWNED ACTOR FARHAN ALI AGHA
ALSO JOINED THE CADETS FOR THE EVENT.
48
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4th Parents Day of Pakistan Navy Cadet College Oramra
was held on 14 December 2019. Syed Ali Haider Zaidi,
Federal Minister for Maritime Affairs graced the occasion
as Chief Guest.
The Federal Minister, while addressing the cadets and
attendees acknowledged PN concerted efforts for
establishing PN CCO for socio-economic uplift of Makran
Coast through education. Syed Ali Haider
Zaidi added that establishment of such a premier
institute at Ormara is a clear manifestation of PN
resolution towards improving educational standard in
coastal areas which is definitely admirable.
The Chief Guest expressed his appreciation to see that
the college is not only providing quality education but
also other facilities to the Baloch
cadets, free of cost.
The ceremony was attended by a large number of naval
officers, civil and political dignitaries, local notables and
parents of cadets.

50
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Hussaini Hanging Bridge
Despite it being the world’s most
dangerous bridge, Hussaini Hanging
Bridge makes it up to our list of the
most stunning bridges. The reason
behind it, is the sheer view that it
provides to its visitors. Made out of
wooden planks, the bridge is used
to cross the lake Borit upstream of
Hunza River and connects Zarabad
to Hussaini village. It is situated at
about 45 kilometers from Aliabad
Hunza and 132 kilometers from Gilgit.

Stunning pieces of architecture that leave the
passerby enchanted with their beauty

Ayub Bridge
The railway bridge was built on the
river Indus and connects Rohri with
Sukkur. It was named after Field
Marshal Ayub Khan. With its length
of 806 feet, it is one of the main
landmarks of the city of Sukkur. It is
the world’s first bridge to have the
railway desk slung on coiled wire rope
suspenders. At the night time, the Ayub
Khan Bridge provides a majestic view
of the city and river Indus to the on
lookers.

Dhangali Bridge
Inaugurated in 2011, the Dhangali
Bridge is built on the river Jhelum. The
bridge is the largest in the Azad Jammu
and Kashmir region and connects
Dadyal with Islamabad/ Rawalpindi
with the width of 8.5 meters and the
total length is 340 meters.

52
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ridges are a
common modern
day infrastructure
development
incorporated by humans
to meet the needs of transportation
links for connecting countries,
cities, regions, valleys and much
more. Apart from their connecting
purpose, if their engineering is
coupled with an aesthetic sense,
they can add to the natural
beauty and convey the message
that human being can construct
magnificent pieces when they put
their creativity at work.
Pakistan is home to some of the
bridges that can be considered
masterpieces on their own. The
reason behind is that the architects
and engineers have crafted such
stunning pieces of architecture
that leave the passerby enchanted
with their beauty, apart from
serving the main purpose for
which they are constructed i.e.
connectivity.
A famous Turkish author Mehmet
Murat Ildan said: “Some bridges
are so beautiful that we wish them
to be our own home”.

Setting aside the main purpose of
bridges, our lexical tour will cover
some of the marvelous and
nonconventional bridges of
Pakistan and the pictorial ride will
enthrall the reader for sure.

Tarzan Bridge

Ishkoman Bridge
It is located in the Ishkoman valley
of the Ghizer district in Gilgit
Baltistan and surrounded by the
mighty mountains. The bridge
provides a stunning sight for the
travellers. The crystal blue water
of the Ghizer River, which glows
beneath the bridge, along with the
clear blue sky leaves the traveller
spellbound

It is constructed over Kunhar
River in Naran Valley; one of the
majestic scenic areas to travel
and explore the grandeur of
nature. Anyone who visits Naran
Valley, must visit the stunning
bridge. It seems dangerous but
crossing it, is an adventurous
experience. The view of the
Kunhar River from the bridge is
worth capturing. A cold gust of
fear rushes through your spine
while you notice it shaking
underneath your feet, but the
views are priceless. The natives of
the Naran Valley have given this
name, Tarzan, to the bridge.
This was a chunk of the whole.
Pakistan is a country with
such majestic landmarks and
monumental structures, beautiful
mountains, stunning rivers, and
golden beaches but also has some

architectural outclass bridges as
well. These hidden gems are to be

introduced to the world through
social and print/ electronic media.
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quash as a sport was
invented at Harrow
School, England, around
1830. The first purposebuilt squash courts
were built at Harrow in the 1860s.
However, some sports historians
are of the view that the word
“Squash” is compound word made
of “Squeeze” and “Crush”. Further,
in ancient Roman empire, the
prisoners who were awarded death
sentence, were given an option to
play a game with encircled walls in
which two prisoners were given a
small leather piece and two sticks;
and they were required to hit the
leather piece against the wall with
sticks, and whoever would drop the
leather piece or missed the hit was
destined to be beheaded. Whereas,
the other one was survived from
the death sentence. A large crowd
would watch the show and got
amusement with thrill.

Pakistan dominated squash like
no other country in the world, the
domination lasting for the best part
of 5 decades. It reached its peak
in the 1980s and 1990s during the
reigns of Jahangir Khan and Jansher
Khan. Between 1950 and 1997,
Pakistan amassed over 30 British
Open titles, 14th World Open titles
and a lot more PSA professional
titles.
Hashim Khan was a legendary
squash player of Pakistan. He
won the British Open Squash
Championships a total of seven
times, from 1951 to 1956, and then
again in 1958.
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He was the undisputed leader of
a squash empire that included his
brother, Azam, whom he brought
into the sport as his training
partner, and his son Sharif, who
won a dozen North American
Open titles. Other relatives such
as Roshan Khan and nephew
Mohibullah Khan were respected
players. Another distant relation,
Jahangir Khan, won the British
Open 10 times. In all, the “Khan
Dynasty” collected more than 20
British Open titles.

Hashim Khan’s father, Abdullah
Khan, was the Head Steward at a
club in Peshawar where British
army officers stationed in the area
played squash. As a youngster,
Khan served as an unpaid ball boy
at the club, retrieving balls that
were hit out of court by the officers.
When the officers had finished
playing, Khan and the other ball
boys would take over the courts. In
1942, Khan became a squash coach
at a British Air Force officers’ mess.
After the independence of Pakistan
in 1947, he was appointed a squash
professional at the Pakistan Air
Force, and won the first Pakistani
squash championship in 1949.
In 1951, when Khan was in his 30s,
the Pakistan Air Force sponsored
him for the British Squash
Championship. It was the first
time Hashim Khan wore shoes on
the squash court. Khan travelled
to the United Kingdom to play in
the British Open, and won the title
beating Mahmoud Karim in the

final.

He won again for the next four
consecutive years, beating R.B.R.
Wilson of England in the 1953
final; his younger brother Azam
Khan in 1954 and 1955; and Roshan
Khan in the final of 1956. Hashim
Khan was runner-up to Roshan
Khan in 1957, and won his seventh
and final British Open title in 1958,
when he beat Azam Khan in the
final. Hashim Khan also won
five British Professional
Championship titles, three US
Open titles, and three Canadian
Open titles. Hashim Khan relocated
to the USA in the 1960s, after being
invited to teach squash at the
Uptown Athletic Club in Detroit.
Eventually Khan settled in Denver,
Colorado, but continued to appear
in veterans’ matches at the British
Open. The Denver Athletic Club
continues to hold a Hashim Khan
squash tournament in his honour
every year.

Hashim Khan was
a legendary
squash player
of Pakistan. He
won the British
Open Squash
Championships a
total of seven times,
from 1951 to 1956,
and then again in
1958.
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KEL VALLEY.

O
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COUNTRY
IS DESTINED TO BE
THE FIRST-RATE
TOURIST
DESTINATION
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ur beloved homeland is rich in
eye-catching scenic beauty
and bestowed with lush green
valleys that range from the north
to the south of the country. We also
have the world’s most spectacular
landscapes without any exaggeration.
From mountains, valleys, planes, lakes,
rivers, beaches to islands, every aspect
of natural beauty is a treat to your
eyes.
Our article is focused to discuss
about some mesmerizing queens of
the mountains and valleys. This brief
article can’t cover the whole fairytale about the heavenly valleys. Some
glimpses of the selected valleys are
shared for the readers’ appraisal. The
equally charming and exotic valleys of
Hunza, Swat and Neelum valley are not
the subject as they have already been
in limelight. I aim to inform my reader
about the lesser known but dually
blessed valleys here.

It is situated 19 kilometers from Sharda
and 90 kilometers from Authmuqam
in District Neelum of Azad Jammu &
Kashmir. It is a small valley at a height
of 2097 meters (6880 feet) above sea
level. It is one of the most charming
and picturesque places. Kel is a base
camp of mountaineering activities up to
“Sarawaali Peak” which is 6326 meters
(20755 feet) high, and glacier (about 25
kilometres long) which are said to be
highest and longest glaciers of Azad
Kashmir.
Busses ply daily on this route. It
is advisable to hire a jeep from
Authmuqam for a trip into the valley.
Horses and ponies can be hired locally
to travel through the interior of the
valley. The border village about 38
kilometres ahead of Kel, is a fascination
yet unexplored. Halmat, Tao Butt,
Jamwari, and Sardari are famous for
their marvellous beauty. From Kel a long
track goes towards Nanga Parbat. The
beautiful plateau of Arang Kel can be
reached after 2 hours of hike from Kel, it

nearby and when the sun sets the
fortress looks splendid. In short, Pishin
valley is full of life and a beautiful place
to be visited.

is a worth visiting place.

PISHIN VALLEY.
It is about 50 kilometres from Quetta
city in District Pishin in the northwest
of Balochistan province of Pakistan.
It consists of thousands of acres of
fruit orchards. The valley is a fertile
land where several crops and fruits are
grown. Pishin valley is renowned for
the greenery and is also the primary
place for crop production. Besides the
crops, it is also famous for the growth
of vegetables and fodder. Today, Pishin
valley is famous for horticulture and
agriculture in Pakistan.
Apart from the fruit, there is a quaint
little market town which is famous
for eating points of traditional foods.
There is a manmade spring ‘Karez’. This
artificial spring is made in order to use
the subterranean water for irrigation
purposes.
In Pishin Valley, tourists can participate
in activities like horse jumping, trick
horse riding, trick motor cycle riding
and dare-devil motor car driving .There
is also a dog and hare race which is an
important event especially during the
harvesting festival. There is a fortress

LEEPA VALLEY.
It is located about 45 kilometres
from Muzaffarabad (almost 210
Km from Islamabad) and is the
most fascinating and charming
place for tourists in Azad
Kashmir. A fair-weather road
leads towards Leepa from Nail.
The valley has many wonderful
tourist spots. The one who visits
this valley cannot easily come
out from the magical trance of
this beautiful valley. The green
mountains of the valley are
full of pine trees and present a
charming and picturesque view
to visitors. In winter, the whole
valley is covered under the
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DAY DREAMING
Daydreaming is a short term
detachment from one’s surrounding
during which a person’s contact
with reality is blurred and partially
exchanged by a visionary fantasy,
especially a series of pleasant thoughts,
imagination, hopes and ambitions.

blanket of snow. The valley
remains open for the domestic
tourists only between May and
November. People from all over
the country come to this valley
during summer to enjoy the
beautiful weather.

PHANDAR VALLEY.
It is situated 61 kilometres from the
valley of Gupis, in District Ghizer of
Gilgit-Baltistan, (almost 690 Km from
Islamabad). A twisting road passing
through lush green fields and forests
with a view of flowing river and icy
peaks will lead you to this charming
valley. From springs of crystal clear
waters to lakes and rivers of deep blue
water, there are all colours of nature’s
beauty in Phandar Valley. The very first
glance of this valley will eliminate all
fatigue of journey and re-energise you
with its mesmerising views.
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Peaceful deep blue waters of River
Ghizer and surrounding lush green and
golden fields are breath taking.
The weather of Phandar valley stays
very pleasant between June and July
and this is the best time to visit this
valley because the beauty of this valley
goes at its peak during these months.
Days stay fair and warm and nights are
a little cold. The view of Phandar Lake
is mesmerizing for visitors. Area of
Phandar Lake is about 3 kilometres.
Despite these rich places, Pakistan had
not been successful enough to attract
a sufficient number of the tourists in
past. The realization of the importance
of the tourism industry by the present
government and the vow to reinvigorate
it, is a laudable act. Insha’Allah, we will
be seeing Pakistan a first rate tourist
country in near future.
“My valleys are higher than most
people’s peaks…”
(Dane Gable)

Usually we all daydream all the time
but I don’t think of daydreaming as
anything more than a short term
escape from reality. There is a fine
line between daydreaming and simply
thinking of possibilities. Just lying on
our bed quietly slipping into dreamtime
of our own imaginings, we don’t directly
imagine some event or situation we
drift between scattered thoughts in
search of that perfect possibility. It fills
us with an unconscious serenity and
extracts us from our reality to show
us a fictional circumstance. When we
carefully draw that perfect possibility
from the shadows of our mind, we
examine it cautiously so as not to miss
a moment of that fabricated thought.
Our daydreams can vary from the most
extravagant and outlandish moments
to very trivial thoughts formed by our
imagination. Many people have become
famous because of their daydreams.
Einstein is believed to have begun
theory of relativity while he daydreamed
about riding or running beside a
sunbeam to the edge of the universe.
This tiny moment where Einstein’s mind
accidently wandered, resulted in a
huge scientific breakthrough: Einstein’s
theory of relativity. Rita Dove, an
American poet says:
“I want to discuss an activity which is
barely tolerated in adolescence, never
encouraged in school- but without
which no bridges would soar, no light
bulbs burn.” Daydreaming is a very
fascinating phenomenon. According
to experts, daydream is like “coded
communication” which can give birth
to abundant clues about us; our hidden
desires and unimaginable potentials

There is a time for fantasy but there
is also a time for reality. But overall,
daydreaming is positive when one
is not daydreaming constantly and
about bad things, which can result
in depression. Daydreams can be
very influential on a person’s mental
health. If one is only thinking about
negative possibilities, their outlook
on life becomes cloudy and hopeless.
Like many other things, there is a
dark side to daydreaming as well—a
side that can cause mental health
concerns. Many parents worry about
children who daydream excessively,
and this kind of daydreaming can surely
cause developmental challenges. A
term ‘maladaptive daydreaming’ was
introduced in 2002. The term has since
been used by researchers to examine:
how mind-wandering can interfere with
academic, physical, and interpersonal
functioning. The negative aspects
of daydreaming become associated
with mental tiredness and laziness as
human mind is a wandering mind and
a wandering mind is an unhappy mind.
The bottom line: when daydreaming
inhibits, or increases negative
behaviors,
a professional advice
should be sought.
Apart from
excessive

involvement, the most recent research
shows that daydreaming; much like
night daydreaming is a time when brain
stabilizes learning.
Research has also shown that brain
areas associated with complex
problems solving, become activated
during daydreaming. Daydreaming may
also help people to sort through their
problems and achieve their success.
It should be an essential part of our
imagination. By detaching ourselves
from the physical world, we look
through the eyes of another person.
We explore new, unrealistic ideas and
understand how other people view
the world than to just face the harsh
realities of life nonstop. It is ok to have
an occasional daydream as a way to
relax from powering through our tasks
and responsibilities. George Lucas,
an all-time famous film-maker said:
“I am not much of a math and science
guy. I spent most of my time in school
daydreaming and managed to turn it
into living”.

created by Archimedes would not
see widespread use until fourth
centuries later. So how would
the king be able to plan such a
complex system in the first place?
These unanswered questions
coupled with a lack of physical
evidence, lead many scholars
wonder whether the fabled
Hanging Gardens of Babylon ever
even existed? Some experts even
started to suspect the story was a
“historical mirage”.
Well… wait! The whole fuss of its
non-existence is based upon the
results of excavations that have
not been productive. But, here is
another perspective, What if the
actual location of the gardens is
not Babylon? What if there was a
misconception about it that led the
researchers to the unwanted results?
Yes! There was a mistake. According
to the updated researches, the
famous Hanging Gardens of Babylon
were actually Hanging Gardens of
Nineveh, near Mosul, Iraq, as the
recent excavations there do backup
this claim.

THE HANGING GARDENS
OF BABYLON OR NINEVEH?
THE FAMOUS HANGING GARDENS OF BABYLON
WERE ACTUALLY HANGING GARDENS OF NINEVEH,
NEAR MOSUL, IRAQ
Imagine yourself travelling through a scorching hot
desert in the Middle East. Like a shimmering mirage
rising from the sandy floor, you suddenly see lush
vegetation cascading over columns and terraces
as high as 75 feet. Beautiful plants, herbs, and other
greenery wind around stone monoliths.You can smell
the aromas of exotic flowers hitting your nostrils as you
approach the area downwind of the magnificent oasis.
You reach the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, supposedly
built in the 6th century B.C.
A king, deeply in love with his queen, built something for
her. That construction had remained successfully in the
list: Wonders of The Ancient World, for years. Wait! Are
you thinking about Taj Mahal? Oh Come on! Love, lavish
and luxury is not the hallmark of the Mughals only. They
go with the other nations as well. We are talking about
The Hanging Gardens of Babylon.
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Believe me! The coincidence with Taj Mahal’s
construction is true according to the historians and
researches.
As the story goes, the King Sennacherib’s wife, Amytis,
desperately missed her homeland of Media in the
northwestern part of modern-day Iran. As a gift to his
homesick love, the king apparently built an elaborated
garden to give his wife a beautiful memory of home. For
that purpose, a series of waterways were constructed
to serve as an irrigation system. Water from a nearby
river was raised high above the gardens to cascade
ownwards in a stunning fashion. The elaborate
engineering behind this marvel is the main reason why
historians considered The Hanging Gardens of Babylon
to be one of the Seven Wonders of The Ancient World.
The technology behind the irrigation system is also
quite puzzling. A huge screw, similar to the one

Ironically enough, King Sennacherib
himself may have added to the
confusion because he often called
Nineveh by the name of New
Babylonia. So, fellows! As scientists
dig deeper into Nineveh, they may
find more evidence of these vast
gardens in the future.
Until then, consider
visiting the
modified lush
landscape
and carefully
pruned
shrubs
at PN

Cadet
College
Ormara and close
your eyes to imagine
travelling 2500 years into the
past to the time of ancient kings
and conquerors.
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Smile Please!!!
IT COSTS, NOTHING,
BUT THE BENEFITS
ARE MANY.
We spend a sackful of money
and time for our health and
fitness. We get appointments,
have sessions with the physicians,
we buy costly medicines and
tonics, we join fitness centers…
for only one purpose in our mind;
To stay healthy. A very basic
and equally important tonic
in this regard is missing in our
lives______smile.
Yes! It is an open invitation to
think and assess yourself in
smiling factor.
Researchers show that children
smile an average of 400 times per
day, compared to happy average
adult who smiles 40-50 times per
day the typical adult smiles only 20
times per day.
Ask yourself! Do you smile often
or frown often? The answer to this
question is your personality. People
who smile often appear more
likeable, courteous and competent.
Smilers tend to be more productive
at work.
If you frown often, then start
smiling with an ease right now. It
takes nothing. Start your day with
a smile. Smiling is contagious. You
will notice that one smile will lead
to additional smiles not just for you,
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but for those around you.
World Smile Day is celebrated the
first Friday of October. The holiday
was proposed by Harvey Ball
who developed the iconic Yellow
Smiling Image. He believed that
one can improve the world with one
smile.
Here are some fun activities to
flex your smile muscles more
often.

Post-It-Note Technique
Gather 10-20 colorful post-it-notes
and write down people, places or
things that make you smile. Stick
the post-it-notes someplace you
will see every morning to start your
day.

Social Media Smile
College
Create a smile college and post
it on social media, include your
favorite smile, a picture smiling
with friends and a picture of an
activity or place that make you
smile.

Waiting Challenge
Catch yourself in a moment
where you are waiting, whether it
is in traffic or at the grocery store.
Stop and smile. See if others
smile back.

Some Benefits
It lowers stress and anxiety Heart
rates can be linked to stress and
anxiety, so the fact that smiling
can cause lower heart rates
shows that this is a great health
benefit from smiling. Smiling
releases endorphins when
endorphins are released, we
feel happier and more positive.
Endorphins are the same hormones
that are normally released when
you exercise, which make you feel
better, more motivated and less
stressed or worried. Smiling makes
you more approachable Most
people feel that those who smile
are much more approachable than
those who don’t smile. This can
help with work, friends and compile
strangers. This can provide an
overall nicer experience when
talking and interacting with
someone who smiles.
Whether you call it a grin, smirk,
beam or smile, there is no denying
the feel-good power of this happy
facial expression. We are born
with the ability to smile, yet as we
age, we smile less often. So, defy
your age put a rich smile on your
face and make someone’s day.
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The great English poet William Shakespeare said that
the word ‘Fish’ could be spelled as ‘Ghoti’ as Gh in
Enough, O in Women and Ti as in Question.
because the one who speaks English is
called a Gentlemen rest are illiterate…I
know that this is quite offensive but this
is what it is and it has never changed and
I can’t see the future changing this fact
as well, I also used to accept this fact
until in second grade I confronted the
word KNOCK, my teacher out of 70 other
students asked me to read the word and
I after standing up stared at the word for
straight 5 minutes… after deciphering this
ancient symbol, I finally spilled the tea
and hearing what I said after such a great
deal of a pause, my teacher walked right
up to me with a different kind of strut that
made me very anxious of what sin I have
committed. After a split second I couldn’t
tell what really happened because I felt
a sudden wave of pain on my right cheek
and heard her words… “It’s Nawk not
Kanawk”

T

he world is a very
confusing place that
it’s evident in many
mythologies that the
different gods fought,
fought and fought until they all died
for this place…when I first heard
about this story I wondered “Why?”.

JAWAD BIN FAYYAZ
CLASS: XII
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This question remained unanswered
until I was brought to light by the
languages that wandered on this planet
and amongst them there stood “The
English Language”, the good old
Anglo-Saxon’s. Being the 2nd most
spoken language on the planet,
being the international language,
being the language taught from the
very beginning of one’s childhood
in almost every part of this world
and the language considered easy
and important by our elders just

To be very certain I didn’t feel the pain
on my cheek because of the slap but it
was the pain of realization which resided
inside of my brain because of the word
“Knock”. The word knock kept knocking
me until I was knocked out and then I
wholly realized that what torture lies
ahead in my so called English Life and
soon I confronted some other ancient
encryptions, I felt very glad that I was
enlightened very soon that whoever
in this world has put the basis of the
language“ENGLISH”, hated the world and
people living within, for after thinking
that I was enlightened which I basically
was not I soon realized that most the
time the words I utter or hear are not
written or said in the way I think they
do…this is whole a part of a major tactic
by that person ‘to trick us’ and no doubt
that these tricky tricks of that marvelous
trickster are all successful.

For when I, came in the age when I had
to write down everything I heard I used to
spend half of the day bumping my head
into the words in attempt of writing them
correctly even though it was hard I still
wanted to go on so I can understand why
am I going through all this fuss that I
didn’t know that the word ‘Know’ wasn’t
supposed to be written as ‘No’ but ‘Know’
and the word I knew as new was actually
‘Knew’. I do not know why the trickster
had to make us suffer by these ancient
symbols and encryptions but after all this
fuss I might be able to explain the story
that why all these gods in all these myths
killed each other and went extinct,
probably because they all fought over
spellings of certain words that one of
them made and other ones couldn’t
ever understand. There still are words
those need proper explanation such
“Government” and “Environment”
because it’s totally disappointing for the
letter “N” that it is present in those words
yet it’s not spoken. Words like lieutenant
and colonel which are pronounced as
leftinent and kurnel, why do they possess
such set of alphabets which have no
purpose in them. Why the trickster had
to put “KNOWLEDGE” in this pattern but
pronounce it as “Nolij” why couldn’t the
spellings be the pronunciation or vice
versa.
The great English poet William
Shakespeare said that the word ‘Fish’
could be spelled as ‘Ghoti’ as Gh in
Enough, O in Women and Tias in Question.
Even though several have gone mad in
search of the answer of this question, I
still am searching it by my own self. Let’s
wait maybe somewhere, someday and
sometime we might be enlightened.
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talked with low tones. No one was by her
side except her mother. All her dreams were
changed into mere thoughts. When she used
to cry seeing the bird chirping and people
enjoying. But, do you know that she was
encouraged? Do you know that she did the
same which was a challenge for her and was
impossible? Let’s see!
CADET ALI ASGHAR TAYYAB
CLASS: XI

I

t is the story of a motivational speaker,
It is the story of a social activist, It is the
story of an anchor person, It’s the story
of a girl, moreover, it’s the story of a girl
who belongs to a very conservative family,
a Baloch family. It’s the story of MUNEEBA
MAZARI BALOCH. Muneeba mazari was
from a very conservative family, where good
daughters never say “no” to their parents. So,
on the request of her father, she got married
at the age of 18 years. After few years of her
marriage, she met a car accident with her
husband. Her husband went out of the car
leaving her helpless. She was rushed towards
hospital on a jeep.
Muneeba Mazari was very fond of painting,
modeling and becoming a mother. But this
accident didn’t left any chance for her to
do so. She became bedridden for about one
year in hospital. One day doctor informed her
that she can’t paint anymore due to serious
fracture in her hand. She became furious.
The next day, doctor came and informed her
that she can neither walk nor do modeling
anymore because she was to use wheelchair
to move anywhere. This news was shocking
and all her dreams were shattered. On the
next day, doctor informed her that she is
suffering from a serious spinal cord injury, due
to which she cannot give birth to any child
anymore. She started crying and screamed
that what’s her point of living? Why is she alive
anymore, if she cannot do anything anymore?
She was discharged, but now, at home, she
was looked upon with sympathetic vibes and
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Instead of being discouraged, Muneeba Mazari
encouraged herself by thinking that “She is
disable, but alive”. Muneeba started modeling
on a wheelchair, she started working as a
social activist for the girls of backward areas,
and she adopted a child and started singing.
While giving a motivational speech of an
international level, she said that she was
motivated by three people in her life. First
her mother, when she was bedridden and her
mother used to say that” God has something
for you, work for that”. Secondly, her adopted
child encouraged her, when she said, “Mom
let’s play football!” Muneeba said that she
is unable to kick the ball, then the lovely kid
requested to catch the ball and gave a lesson
that if half glass is empty, remind its fillness
and utilize it. In short we can say that we must
utilize our abilities ignoring your disabilities.
Thirdly, she was encouraged by Waleed Khan.
A student who acted as a protector and kept
an eye on students while the terrorist attack
in Army Public School. When she met Waleed
Khan and asked that what happened to you,
he said that I was shot three times on body
and two times on face because I was giving
exam in my exams hall. Further he said on a
question about scars on his face that “these
scars are my medals and I wear them with
pride”.
Muneeba Mazari Baloch has really set a
historic example that if there is adversity then
look for opportunity, don’t wait for it. People
will call you weak but show your strength not
weakness. People will call you disabled but
prove that you are differently abled, moreover
people will call you diffident, show that you
are confident. Then you will have a point of
living.
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A group of people lost their hero------A group of people got rid of the resistance.
Another freedom fighter laid his life------Another ‘rebel’ was taken care of.

A

person in your good books might be in
someone’s bad books. Your hero may be
called/ seen as villain by the others. Your
freedom fighters are the rebels to the
suppressors. Our pre-independence history
is full of such freedom fighters and “rebels”, from
‘Dullah Bhatti’ to “Jagga”, ‘Rai Ahmed Khan Kharal’
and ‘Bhagat Singh’. All of them were the men of the
masses but from a different angle, the subverters.
The American Civil war had too, with the name of
“Grey Backs”.
African continent also witnessed a few of the great
resistances, one such resistance was led by a fierce
and brave freedom fighter in Libya. The natives called
him “Lion of The Desert” and the history proved it too.

CADET TAIMOOR GREWAL
CLASS: XII

major battle after which they discovered Mukhtar’s
horse and his trade mark wire-rimmed glasses. On
this, the Italian Army Commander Marshal Rodolfo
Graziani made his famous statement: “Today we took
Mukhtar’s glasses, tomorrow we will take his head.
On Sept. 11, 1931, during clashes with the Italian
cavalry, tow horses were killed from under Mukhtar)
according to Libyan eyewitnesses. After one of his
fighters addressed him as “Sidi Omar” (Sir Omar) in
the heat of battle, he was quickly identified by Italian
forces, who finally managed to arrest him. Three days
later, on Sept. 14 Graziani arrived in Benghazi, where
he hastily convened a “Special Tribunal” tasked with
trying Mukhtar. The following day the resistance hero,
the Desert Lion, was sentenced to death by hanging.

Umar AL Mukhtar (The Desert Lion) was born in
1862 in eastern coastal area of Libya. His father
died early and he was adopted by Sheikh Hussain
Gharini, a religious scholar and friend of the family.
After receiving his basic Islamic education young
Umar Mukhtar traveled to AL Jaghub Oasis to join
an Islamic reformist movement. Soon he won the
attentions of the then authorities due to his good
traits and leadership qualities. He was appointed
as Sheikh of Zawiyat Al Qusour for his well-earned
reputation.
Umar Mukhtar, however, eventually transformed
from a religious scholar into a resistance fighters
against British, French and later Italian colonial
forces. His armed struggle first began against British
forces deployed along Egypt’s border with Libya who
tried to invade southern Sudan and Chad in 1900.
During a war declared by Italy in 1911 against the
Ottoman Empire, Mukhtar became known as the
“Sheikh of the Mujhihideen” after mobilizing 1000
fighters form Zawiyat al-Qusour before joining the
Ottoman army in eastern Benghazi.
In 1912, Rome Declared Libya an Italian colony. For
the next 20 years, Mukhtar led the Libyan resistance
against the Italian occupiers. Who suffered heavy
lost on the hands of his novel hit-and-run tactics. In
1930, Italian forces clashed with the mujahideen in a
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During the “trial”, when the Italians offered to let
him leave the country if he called on his mujahideen
to abandon their armed struggle, Mukhtar uttered his
most famous words: “My forefinger, which attests at
each prayer that there is no God but Allah and that
Muhammad is the messenger of Allah, can’t write a
single word of falsehood. We will not surrender; we
will be victorious or we will die!”
On Sep. 16. 1931, Mukhtar was brought, handcuffed
to the gallows. He announced the “Shahada” in the
presence of 20.000 people who had gathered to
witness the great leader’s death. A group of people
lost their hero-------A group of people got rid of the
resistance. Another freedom fighter laid his life-----another ‘rebel’ was taken care of.
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A DISTANT CLUSTER OF TREES
THAT WAS THE TREAT TO MY EYES
PN CCO hired my services, and for that
purpose I had to travel to Ormara. On my
way to the college, I felt the dire need of
abundant plantation, as my journey was
laden with long stretches of barren desert
land. After travelling about an hour from
Quetta Zero Point, however, I happened
to see a distant cluster of trees that was
the treat to my eyes. It was not a mirage
the very sight was beside me after a
while. In the wake of utmost curiosity, I
requested the driver to stop the car. My
“horticulturalist instinct” dragged me
closer to the trees to find out as to how
are they surviving in such desert? After my
professional observations, I came to know
that it was “Prosopis Cineraria”.
Prosopis Cineraria, commonly known as
“spunge tree” whereas in Urdu it is known
as “khejri”, “khejra”, “jand”, “thand” and its
trading name is “khejri”. This can grow
on variety of soil. Good growth, however,
is obtained on a deep sandy loam soil
with adequate availability of moisture in
lower layers. It prefers a pH in the range
6.5-8.5. It can prove its amazing
draughtresistance after it is properly
established. This specie has a life
expectancy of 200 year or more.
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Uses
• Cineraria is used as a food for making
curry and pickle. Its green pods are
consumed as vegetable.
• It provides dense shade and shelter for
animals and wildlife during scorching
weather.
• It provides quality construction timber
and fire wood for the people of the
region.
• It supports honey bees in producing
good quality honey.
• It resists and prevents the sand drifters.
Cineraria is considered the most suitable
plant that can turn the barren land of
coastline into a green land with its
maximum survival rate in the region.
Moreover, it can be used as food, shelter,
soil-nourisher, and remedy to many
ailments. Therefore, Prosopis Cineraria, is
strongly recommended for plantation in
this saline land of Balochistan, specially
Coastal line.

ACTIONS
SPEAK
LOUDER
THAN WORDS
Gestures and Actions have always
been very significant and meaningful
in conversation or conveying any
behavior or even in human behaviors.
Therefore, it is being said that actions
are more prominent feature of
behavior and one can have a better
communication but if the actions are
not complementing the words than the
communication is in vein.
A very common example to this is
that a person who chooses very sweet
words and sentences but his behavior
and his way of delivery is very rude
and aggressive than those humble
and sweet words will have no positive

CADET SAMEER AHMED
CLASS: XII

impact but at the same time that will
also portrait a negative image on the
respondent.
For this very reason is the very famous
quote that “actions speak louder than
words, we can apologize over and over,
but if our actions don’t change, the
words becomes meaningless.” This very
authentic quotation in which it is very
clear that the words are not effective as
far as the behavior is not made aligned
with the nature of the words and if
there is contradiction in the words and
actions than the people will believe
what they see in your actions. Karey
Marie Moning has brought this nature
of humans under these words as she

said; “Words can be twisted into any
shape. Promises can be made to lull the
heart and seduce the soul. In the final
analysis, words mean nothing. Words
used to be very motivational factor in
the past but now in the present even
words don’t seem to be motivating.
If the actions are not done according
to them, as one can read a million
motivational sayings; as Muhammad
Asif even can say thousands of
motivational words to pump and
motivate himself, or regurgitate him to
others until one is blue in the face but
that won’t change anything unless one
take the proper actions and consistently
change individual’s behavior.
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CADET M. SHAHID
CLASS: XII
To the Asians, specially Pakistani
commoners, this power pack of
healthy nutrition is still unfamiliar.
Broccoli is a word which we don’t
often see in the vegetable list at
some ordinary grocery store.

green feast and discover its types.

and small traces
of selenium. One serving has more
than 30 mg of vitamin C and half of a
cup can provide 52 mg of vitamin C.
The 3, 3’-Diindolylmethane found in
broccoli is a potent modulator
of the innate immune response
system with anti-viral, antibacterial
and anti –cancer activity. Broccoli
also contains the compound
glucoraphanin, which can be
processed into an anti-cancer
compound called sulforaphane,
though the anti-cancer benefits of
broccoli are greatly reduced if the
vegetable is boiled.

The large head and thick stalk
broccoli which, is more familiar
is calabrese broccoli (named
after Calabria, Italy), although it
is typically labelled simply as
broccoli. Even though it is
available in stores year-round, it is a
cold weather crop. There is another
variety that features several thin
stalks and heads called sprouting
broccoli, and we may also
come across Romanesco
broccoli, which is tightly packed
in a cone shape and is bright
green on color. There is also a type
called ‘baby broccoli’, which is
cross between broccoli and kale.
Also a cross between broccoli and
cauliflower, called ‘broccoflower’.
These two are specially an appealing
snack if you are a fan of both these
flowering vegetables.

We, as a nation scarcely focus on
our eateries with clear concept of
balanced diet. We need three times
of meal, whatever the proportion
of nutrition is. In this regard, I was
astonished to know that Broccoli
was care-fully engineered 2000
years back by the genius vegetarians
of that time of Italy under Roman
Empire. Just Imagine! Those people
were developing their taste buds
and their dietaries even then.
Broccoli is botanically known as
Brassica Oleracea Italica. Its English
name is derived from the Italian
word “Broccolo”, which means
“the flowering crest of a cabbage”.
Broccoli has been considered a very
valuable food. Due to the many ways
it can be cooked, as well as all of the
health benefits, broccoli has tripled
in consumption over the past 30 years.
So better, start enjoying this

Broccoli is also an excellent source
of indole-3-carbinol, a chemical
which boosts DNA repair in cells
and appears to block the growth of
cancer cells.
To conclude, we can say that
broccoli is all-star food. When it
comes to great-tasting nutrition
and health benefits. And the advice
is, whenever you happen to see
broccoli in a super-store, grab
some, you won’t regret.

Some of the super-nutritious of
broccoli are being celebrated here.
Broccoli is high in Vitamin C and
dietary fiber and contains many
nutrients that have potent anti-cancer
properties, such as diindolylmethane

MINERALS

(per 100g)

VITAMINS

316mg
Potassium

66mg

Calcium

33mg

Benefits Of Broccoli

Sodium

21mg

Helps Prevent Cancer

Boosts Immune Health

Fights Diabetes

Promotes Healthy Bones

Prevents Cold

Curbs Overeating

Fights Birth Defects

Fights Heart Diseases

Regulate Blood Pressure

Magnesium

Ca

0.78mg
E Alpha-Tocopherol

Na

0.639mg
B3 Niacin
0.573mg
B5 Pantothenic
acid

Mg

0.73mg Fe
Iron

B6 0.175mg

0.41mg Zn
Zinc

0.117mg
B2 Riboflavin
0.071mg
B1 Thiamine

0.21mg Mn

101.6ug
K Phylloquinone

0.049mg Cu
Copper
6.64 g
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89.2mg
C Ascorbic
Acid

(per 100g)

18.7mg
B4 Choline

CARBOHYDRATES

72

(per 100g)

34 kcal

P

Phosphorus

47mg

K

ENERGY

FAT

PROTEIN

B9

63ug
Folate

0.37 g 2.82 g
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A CADET
STANDS
FOR WHAT
IS RIGHT.
HE TELL’S
THE TRUTH
AND
ENSURE
THAT THE
TRUTH IS
KNOWN.

CADET SAAD HASSAN
CLASS: XII

The early morning Code of honor
which is sworn by all Cadets in the
morning. To me it was a routine
slogan, shouting to full volume
in the morning assembly, until
one day I wondered as to why this
slogan is being used, what is the
purpose and what is the philosophy
being used. As I dug out, I came to
know that whatever the case this
code of honor has somewhat
consciously or subconsciously
has affected my life. Whenever I
am doing something wrong, this
slogan starts pinching me in my
subconciousness. Thinking of what
this code of honor really means;
I tried to what all this slogan is
about and the few paragraphs
below is what I found out:
CADET DOES NOT LIE:
A Cadet stands for what is right.
They tell the truth and ensure that
the truth is known. Cadets violate
the Honor Code by lying if they
deliberately deceive another by
stating untruth or by any direct
form of communication to include
the telling of a partial truth and
74
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the vague or ambiguous use of
information or language with the
intent to deceive or mislead.
CADET DOES NOT CHEAT:
They ensure that work
submitted as their own is their
own, and that assistance received
from any source is authorized and
properly documented. A violation
of cheating would occur if a Cadet
fraudulently acted out of selfinterest or assisted another to
do so with the intent to gain or to
give an unfair advantage. Cheating
includes such acts as plagiarism
misrepresentation and using
unauthorized notes.
CADET DOES NOT STEAL:
They respect the property of others
and ensure that others are able
to benefit from the use of their
own property. The wrongful taking,
obtaining, or withholding by any
means from the possession of the
owner or any other person or any
money, personal property, article, or
service of value of any kind, with
intent to permanently deprive or

defraud another person of the use
and benefit of the property, or to
appropriate it to either their own
use or the use of any person other
than the owner.
“Above all else, cadets are men
of honor and integrity who can
always be trusted. They live by a
simple code, The Cadet’s Honor
Code, which states that “A Cadet
will not chaet, steal or lie.” The
Code pervades all aspects of a
cadet’s life. A cadet’s honor is his
most guarded possession. The
education of new cadets about the
Honor System is the responsibility
of the Honor Court. In addition
to education, the Honor Court is
also responsible for adjudicating
reported violations of the Honor
Code. The Honor System is unique
in that it is a single sanction
system.
The system does not recognize
degrees of honor. The sanction for
any breach of honor is dismissal.”
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